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Abstract Rock burst is a catastrophic dynamic disaster caused by sudden failure and instability of coal, loading paths play

an important role in the failure of coal, the coal failure process is associated with charge exception information. Hence,

violent coal failure mechanics and time–frequency domain distribution of charge signal such as rock burst under different

loading paths should be studied in-depth. In this paper, grade and cyclic loading test were carried out for coal with impact

tendency samples produced by blocks cored from 800 depth in Xiaoqing coal mine of the Tiefa coal group in northeast

China. Theory discussion was carried out for the result of stress and strain, frequency-spectra analysis was conducted for

the wavelet charge data, figures showing the evolution mechanism of mechanical properties and the relationship of time–

frequency domain amplitude of charge signals in coal with different loading paths and stage were obtained. The failure

process and characteristics of coal under different loading paths were summarized. It found that the loading path changed

the manner of energy accelerate–release, there were more plastic strain generation in coal under cyclic loading than that

under grade loading, the former was more likely to cause greater damage and failure, then the strength of coal under cyclic

loading is generally lower than that under grade loading, an energy conversion mechanical model of stress, damage and

deformation was developed and explained the effect of the loading path. Charge signal was primarily distributed in the

strengthening and peak stages, where there was a high amplitude pulse at each stress drop. The charge pulse was a type of

low frequency signal with a primary frequency distribution range of 1 –100 Hz. Discussion on the charge generating

mechanism from the perspective of friction slip, it demonstrated that the charge obtained during the coal failure process

directly to stress loaded on and damage, the result verified it better. We propose that the research results in this study could

be efficiently applied to daily mining activities, to provide an early warning and effectively avoid rock burst disaster.
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List of symbols

p Stress

s Stressed area elements

W0 Strain energy

r0 Actual stress

e0p Plastic strain

D Damage variable
~A Effective loaded area

rMax Peak strength

a Stress correction factor

~r Effective stress

ry Stress perpendicular to crack face

l Sliding friction coefficient

nq Magnitude of charge

W External work

E Elastic modulus
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ee Elastic deformation ideally

e0e Actual elastic strain

U Dissipated energy

A Loaded area
~E Effective elastic module

eMax Strain of peak strength

b Failure stress–strain ratio

rx Stress parallel to crack face

h Angel between crack extended direction and

horizontal

ax Acceleration alone the fractured surface

q Density of coal

1 Introduction

Rock burst is a dynamic disaster that causes spontaneous,

violent fracture of coal in underground mines, which pri-

marily occurs in roadways and working faces. It can cause

instantaneous failure of the coal mine and release elastic

deformation energy spraying shattered coal into the mining

space, inflicting injury and destroying equipment. Rock

burst has caused serious problems for underground mining

in the past century (Alber et al. 2009; Mark 2016; Lan-

nacchione and Tadolini 2016), especially in China (Pan

et al. 2003; Jiang et al. 2014). By the end of 2016, there

were over 140 mines experiencing this problem. Along

with deep coal mining, the frequency and scale of rock

burst is increasing, posing a serious threat to daily pro-

duction and the safety of the miners’ lives. Thus, the pre-

diction and minimization of rock burst is a critical problem

to be resolved.

The main aim of this study was to investigate the cause

and mechanical mechanism of coal failure. Since coal is

the main part of rock burst, describing its mechanical

behavior, energy acceleration, and the relationships

between them correctly was the first step in this investi-

gation. Coal as a special type of rock, whose mechanical

properties are similar to rock. However, its pore–crack

structure contributes to its properties of discontinuity,

heterogeneity, and anisotropy. From a macroscopic view,

influence of external loading on the failure and deformation

behaviors, induced by a mining stress field, become sub-

stantially evident and it causes the rock burst hazard

evaluation to become considerably more difficult. Under-

standing the connection between the loading path and the

mechanical behavior of coal accurately is of substantial

significance in forecasting the occurrence probability of a

disaster.

A considerable number of scholars had paid attention to

coal mechanics, the mechanism of rock burst and the

relationships between them (Aubertin et al. 1994; Hoek and

Brown 1998; Bobet and Einstein 1998; Pan et al. 2009;

Wang et al. 2011; Jaeger et al. 2007), they observed that

the maximum loading capacity improved with the increase

in confining pressure, in a non-linear pattern. The energy

dissipation and release play an important role in deforma-

tion and failure, it’s the key to control the catastrophe

(Salamon 1984; Boler et al. 1997; Peng et al. 2015; Jiang

et al. 2011). Medhurst and Brown (1998) investigated the

effects of scale on the mechanical behavior of coal,

strength data was observed to be related to the degree of

cleating or brightness of the coal samples. Lawson et al.

(2016) analyzed 306 coal records from the Pennsylvania

State coal sample database, and observed that both inherent

susceptibility and appropriate stress conditions are neces-

sary to facilitate a dynamic failure. Aguado and González

(2009) conducted studies in tow mines and observed that

sublevel caving is one of the methods primarily influencing

the stress state, thus the condition of sublevel caving is an

extremely important parameter to prevent disaster in

mines. Zhang et al. (2016) considered that if the width of

the isolated coal pillar is not sufficiently large, the shallow

coal seam would be damaged at first, and, subsequently, the

high abutment pressure would be transferred to the deep

coal seam that might cause an overall burst- instability

accident. Pan et al. (2009) considered that the crack is

primarily a tear-type crack under quasi-static loading, and

could be analyzed with the mode I crack theory using the

three-point bending experiment.

The failure of coal is an evolutionary process from

mesoscopic to macroscopic damage, and it includes crack

propagation and bearing structure interaction. During this

process, faint charge would appear at the crack tip and

fracture surface, which combines the action of the friction

effect, piezoelectric effect, and other mechanisms. Volar-

ovich and Parkhomenko (1954) detected micro electric

signals for the first time in the rock failure experiment.

Kuksenko (1997a, b) explored the effect of mechanical

loading on electric field variation in natural dielectrics.

Frid et al. (2003); Bahat et al. (2004); Rabinovitch et al.

(2005) obtained a relationship between the width of a

fracture and the wavelength, frequency, time duration, and

rise–fall time of the emitted electromagnetic radiation

(EMR) pulse. Song et al. (2012, 2016) analyzed the EMR

and dissipated energy, and a relationship between them was

established using the voltage amplitude of the EMR signal

during the coal failure process. Pan et al. (2013); Xiao

et al. (2015) explored charge signal law under different

loading rates of coal, granite, and sand rock, and explained
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the charge generation mechanism from a microscopic

viewpoint.

Investigating the law of energy dissipation–release

during the coal failure process, and the time–frequency

distribution of charge signal, handing the relationship

between them, using it to invert the stress and damage, to

achieve the objective of early disaster warning and finally

reduce disaster accident rates.

2 Experimental system and methods

The coal specimens were obtained from a depth of 800 m in

the Xiaoqing mine of the Tiefa Coal Group in northeast

China, see in Fig. 1. In the long coal-forming process, the

coal seams may not always extend in the horizontal direction,

due to geological structure, then there had a certain angle

between the coalbed bedding and the principal stress direc-

tion. On the one hand, in order to eliminate the influence of

the bedding on the test results as much as possible, on the

other hand, it’s also intended to explore the influence of

bedding on the mechanical properties of coal. The core drill

was drilled vertical and parallel to the bedding of coal block,

the cylindrical specimens measuring U 50 mm 9 100 mm

were prepared and divided into two groups, namely, I and II,

which the group. I had a load direction parallel to the bed-

ding, group. II had a load direction perpendicular to the

bedding in the experiment, both ends of each specimen were

polished to ensure that the flatness error was less than

± 0.02 mm, the samples is shown in Fig. 2.

Tests were conducted at the Liaoning Key Laboratory of

mine environment and disaster mechanics, Liaoning

Technical University, Fuxin. An MTS digital hydraulic

servo testing machine was used for the uniaxial compres-

sion test, the load and displacement data was used to

automatically obtain the measurements. The machine had a

compression capacity of 600 kN with a resolution of 5%,

show in Fig. 3a.

The charge exception information generated for the coal

failure process was obtained by the self- developed charge

signal monitoring system, which was included a micro

electro sensitive alloy sheet, preamplifier, acquisition

instrument, and computer, the devices is shown in Fig. 4.

The cyclic and grade loading were conducted to investi-

gating the effect of loading path on mechanical properties,

energy dissipation and release characteristics, charge signal

time- frequency domain evolution of coal in deformation and

fracture process. The test was carried out according to the

following scheme. (1) Placed the coal specimen in the shield

pressure cylinder, shown in Fig. 3b. (2) Set the axial dis-

placement control mode with a loading/unloading rate of

0.2 mm/min, input the displacement point of loading and

unloading to the control system, the data was automatically

recorded by the computer six times per second, and the

loading path set by programming, shown in Fig. 5. (3) Turn

on the testing machine and charge signal monitoring system

simultaneously, applied axial loading until coal destroyed

completely. (4) Stored the test data and recorded the fracture

characteristics of coal. It should be pointed out that, the

evidence for the selection of displacement points was the

strength of coal, which were the result of 10 samples under

uniaxial compression.

3 Experimental result and discussions

3.1 Uniaxial mechanical properties of coal

with different loading paths and analysis

In Fig. 6a, b illustrated the typical stress–strain relationship

of coal specimens at cyclic and grade loading, the results

Fig. 1 Location map of sample Xiaoqing mine of the Tiefa Coal

Group Fig. 2 Coal specimens
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demonstrated that the loading path had a significant effect

on the mechanical characteristics of coal.

The observation that the stress–strain curve of cyclic

loading had certain differences compared with previ-

ous studies was unexpected, shown in Fig. 6a, b. For each

loading and unloading cycle, the curve formed an ‘‘open-

ing’’ instead of a ‘‘loop’’ (Jaeger et al. 2007), and the size

of ‘‘opening’’ increased with the cycle time. It also could

be observed that the stress–strain curve of coal by the grade

loading was considerably smoother than that by the cyclic

loading, this phenomenon was more pronounced in the

results of the group. II. We divided evolution of stress into

two parts: pre- peak and post-peak. At the pre-peak stage,

when the specimen was under a cyclic loading path, the

slope of the curve reduced with increased in the number of

cycles. Notably, there was a distinct yield segment before

reached the peak stress. When the specimen under grade

loading, the slope of the curve was approximately constant

and the yield segment hardly existed. At the post-peak

stage, the stress drop was slow when coal under cyclic

loading, and the drop was sudden under grade loading.

Failure of coal was a complex mechanical evolution

process, which included not only elastic deformation, but

also plastic deformation caused by damage. The mechanics

of coal failure cannot be fully explained by only elastic or

plastic deformation. Further, the failure process, owing to

energy accumulation and release, which was a result of

elastic and plastic deformation, thus, the phenomenon

could be explained from the point of view of energy.

(a)    (b)

Coal sample

Charge induction 
preamplifier

Acquisition instrument

Personal computer

MTS digital hydraulic 
servo testing machine

Mechanical properties 
testing system

Shield pressure 
cylinder

Pressure bar

(c)

Fig. 3 Mechanical properties testing system. a MTS digital hydraulic

servo testing machine, b Shield pressure cylinder, c Schematic

diagram of test system

Fig. 4 Charge signal monitoring system. a Preamplifier and acqui-

sition instrument, b Circuit board

Fig. 5 The loading paths of program setting. a. Grade loading,

b. Cyclic loading
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The test was conducted by the testing machine. We

proposed a function to describe the strain energy from

machine work as follows:

p ¼ px; py; pz
� �

ð1Þ

W ¼
Z

s

pxuþ pyvþ pzw
� �

ds ð2Þ

where px, py, pz are the stress of x, y, z. u, v, w are the strain

of x, y, z. W is the strain energy. s is the stressed area

elements.

In the uniaxial compression test px = py = 0, then the

strain energy is given by:

W ¼
Z

s

pzw½ �ds ð3Þ

Based on elastic theory, the strain energy contained in

the coal was the area under the stress–strain curve. In

Fig. 7, under external loading, the total strain of a pure

elastomer was caused by elastic deformation, which

expressed as the red dash line in the figure, the actual

situation was express as the dark blue solid line. Therefore,

the strain energy (W0) was equal to the area under stress–

strain curve, which was the area enclosed by ted dash and

could be described as:

W 0 ¼
Z

ee

rde ð4Þ

de ¼ dee ð5Þ

W 0 ¼
Z

ee

Z

ee

Edede ¼
Z

s

pzw½ �ds ¼ W ð6Þ

where E is the elastic modulus, W0 is the strain energy, ee is

the ideal elastic deformation.

Coal is an elastoplastic material, under the external

loading, the strain not only included elastic strain, but also

plastic strain. At the same times, we provided a definition

that the plastic part was no carrying capacity and the elastic

part is load-bearing structure. In Fig. 7, the coal actual

energy contained was the blue dash enclosed and the

Fig. 6 Stress-strain curve. a group I: load direction parallel to

bedding, b group II: load direction perpendicular to bedding

Fig. 7 A typical model of energy evolution. a Grade loading.

b CYCLIC loading
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relationship describes actual energy with elastic and plastic

strain:

de ¼ de0e þ de0p ð7Þ

dr0 ¼ Ede0e ð8Þ

W ¼
Z

e0e

Z

e0e

Ededeþ
Z

e0e

Z

e0p

Edede ð9Þ

where r0 is the actual stress, e0e is actual elastic strain, e0p is

plastic strain.

Based on the damage theory, under uniaxial stress,

Broberg defined the damage variable as the ratio of non-

destructive load area to actual destructive load area (Li

2002), expressed as:

D ¼ ln
A

~A
ð10Þ

The relationship between coal damage effective elastic

modulus and elastic modulus is given by

~E ¼ 1 � Dð ÞE ð11Þ

where D is the damage variable, A and ~A are the loaded

area and effective loaded area, respectively, ~E is the

effective elastic modulus, in the analysis of Eq. (10), the

actual elastic modulus became progressively smaller with

increased in coal damage, subsequently Eq. (9) introduced

the elastic modulus containing damage variables. We

proposed the following function to describe the variation of

energy with the elastic modulus and the damage variables:
Z

e0e

Z

e0p

1 � Dð ÞEdede ¼ W �
Z

e0e

Z

e0e

ð1 � DÞEdede ð12Þ

U ¼
Z

e0e

Z

e0p

ð1 � DÞEdede ð13Þ

where U is dissipated energy, defined it caused damage:

U ¼ W �
Z

e0e

Z

e0e

ð1 � DÞEdede ð14Þ

For the Eq. (14) can be used to determine the dissipated

energy and damage variables. The relational expression

demonstrates that total energy is equal to external work

during the loading process, which was proportional to the

actual elastic–plastic strain combination ‘‘ee
0
? ep

0
’’, the

elastic part of which was converted to elastic strain energy,

the other is converted to surface energy of cracks and

promoted they development causing plastic failure at last,

as the green area shown in Fig. 7a, b. We observed that

when all strain was elastic and no dissipation this behaved

like a perfect elastomer, conversely, when it was plastic the

energy dissipation as to forming damage caused the failed

of coal. Thus, we concluded that when the total energy was

constant, the more energy dissipation caused damage, the

less elastic energy of coal, and vice versa. Once damage

caused by plastic strain appeared, the dissipated energy

increased and promoting further cracks source expansion,

then the coal destruction was accelerated, as illustrated in

Eq. (14). As shown in Fig. 8, we could observed that the

broken fragment of coal under grade loading was more

complete than the one under cyclic loading. Further, it was

evident that cyclic loading caused substantial damage when

specimens had the same dependent variables.

In addition, we thought that the result of ‘‘opening’’ in

each loading–unloading cycle was mainly due to the rela-

tionship of elastic and plastic strain. With the loading

increased the elastic and plastic strain emerged inside of

coal, unloading for the stress reach a certain value the

stress–strain curve given an expression of the elastic part

rebound. When loading again, there was the elastic defor-

mation of elastic part and new damage to caused plastic

strain, then the curve of loading can’t along that of

unloading before, that’s why, there had an ‘‘opening’’ in

Fig. 8 Broken pictures of coal. a Grade loading. b Cyclic loading
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each loading and unloading cycle. It worth notice that the

size of ‘‘opening’’ improved during multiple cycles,

because the elastic part was much more than the plastic at

initial phase, the damage accumulation gradually increases

as the number of cycles and more plastic strain formed,

which promoted more energy release and caused damage

further, based on the Eq. (14), as the result, the difference

between elastic strain amount of recovery during the

unloading and that of compression during the loading was

increased in each cycle, then the elastic the curves of

loading can’t along that of unloading before and the larger

‘‘opening’’ between two lines. As is known to all, the

strength of coal bedding is much less than that of matrix

(Jaeger et al. 2007), and it’s more likely damaged the latter.

The bedding in the samples of group. I were compressed,

but that of group. II were tension under external stress.

Cracks produced in the bedding firstly and expansion

easier, then the size of ‘‘opening’’ in group. II was larger

than that in group. I, for the result shown in Fig. 8. It also

verified the rationality of the previous analysis.

Counted the test results of all specimens treated sepa-

rately accorded groups (I and II), the peak value of stress

and its corresponding strain was investigated. As shown in

Fig. 9a, b, the results illustrated that the loading path had a

significant effect on the strength. In general, the strength of

coal under grade loading was higher than that under cyclic

loading for both groups I and II. The relationship between

the peak stress and its corresponding strain was an

approximately linear function, which could be expressed

as:

rMax ¼ aþ beMax ð15Þ

where rMax is the peak stress, eMax is the strain of peak

stress, we defined ‘‘a’’ as stress correction factor and ‘‘b’’

as failure stress–strain ratio. Combined with the fitting

results, both ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’ were affected by the loading

path, the angle of loading direction and the bedding, the

smaller the angle, the smaller value of failure stress–strain

ratio.

According to the aforementioned analysis, the loading

path changed the phase of the energy release. In case of

coal under grade loading, the external work converted into

elastic energy of coal and the dissipated energy little.

Shown in Fig. 7a, after attaining peak strength, where the

smaller the curve enveloping area, the less coal rupture was

consumed, that the major energy was released concentri-

cally at the post peak phase. When under cyclic loading,

the elastic strain and plastic damage caused by repeated

stress initiated cracking by fatigue. With the increased

damage of coal, the elastic modulus became progressively

smaller, as illustrated in Eq. (14). Then the dissipated

energy further promoted cracks source expansion and

caused energy to dissipate considerably. In Fig. 7b, the

external work converted into elastic and plastic energy.

Further, the dissipated energy caused gradual energy

release before peak stress. During to the energy release

effect on coal failure, the cracks propagation promoted and

the damage of coal was increased, the macroscopic mani-

festation of this was the energy release under grade loading

was comparatively less than that for cyclic loading at pre-

peak, the damage occurred in ‘‘advance’’ for the latter, as a

result there had a lower peak stress of specimens under

cyclic loading. The difference in energy release phase is

the reason behind the effect of the loading path on the

mechanical characteristics variation in coal.

3.2 Charge signal time–frequency characteristics

during coal failure

In this section we discussed the distribution of the signal in

time and frequency domain, a set of typical data was

selected for regular elaboration, as shown in Fig. 10, it

Fig. 9 The peak value of stress under different loading path. a Group

I: loading direction perpendicular to bedding. b Group II: loading

direction parallel to bedding
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demonstrated the charge time-domain signal at different

loading stages for coal under uniaxial loading, it worth

notice that the charge signal pulse demonstrated a satis-

factory relationship with stress.

From Fig. 10, it was evident that the high amplitude

charge time-domain signal distribution had a satisfactory

inversion of stress phases. At the compaction and elastic

phase, few signal pulses appeared, until the later stages of

the elastic phase, where low amplitude pulses occurred

discretely. Owing to loading in the strengthening phase, the

amplitude of signal pulse converted from low to high, and

the distribution transformed from discrete to intensive as

the stress increased. At the time of peak strength, there

existed a distinct high amplitude signal, and subsequently

at the post-peak phase, near ultimate destruction, the high

amplitude signal became intensive. In particular, at each

stress drop there was a high amplitude signal occurrence.

The set of typical frequencies obtained by Fourier

transformation(FFT) to the charge waveform recorded for

the samples, analysis of the spectrum of charge pulse

production at different stages based on Nyquist sampling

theorem, the characteristics of charge time-domain signal

at different stress states was investigated, as shown in

Fig. 11, it illustrated the signal spectrum result, where the

yellow line is time signal and the blue line is the corre-

sponding frequency distribution. In Fig. 11a, the signal was

a regular sine wave, which was mainly the white noise of

the laboratory power-line interference, and its frequency

composition was fixed. During the coal was loaded from

the elastic to the post peak phase, shown in Fig. 11b–d, the

time-domain signal converted from a small fluctuation to a

high amplitude pulse. Further, some flat phenomenon

existed and the amplitude of frequency distribution

increased considerably as the time- domain signal pulse

improved, which is the ranging between 1 and 100 Hz.

Fig. 10 A typical charge time-domain signal during coal under

uniaxial compression
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Thus, it can be inferred that the charge is a type of low-

frequency signal with primary frequency distribution from

1 to 100 Hz, the feature of frequency is the most significant

difference between charge induction and electromagnetic

radiation (Frid et al. 2003, 2004, 2005; Song et al.

2012, 2016).

3.3 The charge tribological mechanism during coal

failure process

Previous studies demonstrated that the charge appearing in

rock or coal failure processes was directly related to the

cracks under the influence of a complicated mechanism,

and the coal failure at uniaxial compression as a result of

tension creak owing to micro shear slip (Xiao et al. 2015).

In this section we had provided a discussion on the charge

induction mechanism from the perspective of tribology,

which was caused by shear slip between both sides of the

crack faces.

Owing to the loading on the coal, the primary and new

fractures developed gradually. Both sides of the crack face

contacted and compressed each other under the action of

the stress, and there was a relative displacement between

them during the process of shear slip. Therefore, numbers

of electrons formed on both sides, creating a charge effect

that we monitored (Fig. 12).

For a crack, we assumed there was an angle h with the

horizontal, under the action of force r, there was a relative

slip, and concluded that the friction on the crack face was

expressed as follows.

~r ¼ r expD ð17Þ

where ~r is the effective stress.

According to Amontons’ first law, the stress loading on

the crack face is represented as rx and ry, as illustrated by

Eqs. (17) and (18).

rx ¼ r expDðsin h� l cos hÞ ð17Þ
ry ¼ r expD cos h ð18Þ

where rx and ry are stresses parallel and perpendicular to

the crack face, respectively, h is the angle between crack

extension direction and the horizontal, and l is the sliding

friction coefficient.

Research illustrated that the charge created by the slid-

ing friction was directly related to the positive pressure and

the relative velocity (Budakian and Putterman 2000;

Zeghloul et al. 2017).

nq / ry ð19Þ

nq / vx ð20Þ

where nq is magnitude of charge and vx is relative velocity

along the fractured surface.

For one side of the crack, there was a relative dis-

placement u to the other side, and the relative velocity was

as shown in Eq. (23). During the coal failure process, the

stress and the creak development controlled the charge

affecting factors. The higher the stress loaded on and

fragment, the higher is the charge signal monitored.

ax ¼
d2u

d2t
¼ drxds

qdV
¼ dr expD sin h� l cos hð Þds

qdV
ð21Þ

vx ¼
du

dt
¼

Z

t

dr expD sin h� l cos hð Þdsdt ð22Þ

nq / r expD ð23Þ

where ax is acceleration along the fractured surface and q is

density of coal.

3.4 Charge signal time–frequency characteristics

during coal failure at different loading paths

Based on the aforementioned analysis, the energy accu-

mulated–released law was affected by loading path. It had

a direct impact on the mechanical properties. Simultane-

ously, the bearing of charge was affected by the

bFig. 11 The charge signal spectrum excited in different compression

phase. a Compaction phase, b Elastic phase, c Strengthen phase,

d Post-peak phase +  -
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Fig. 12 Crack of coal variation and analysis. a The crack of coal,

b Analysis for a crack
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mechanical properties of coal. The result of charge signal

during coal failure at different loading paths is obtained.

The Fig. 13 illustrated the two typical charge time-domain

signals at grade and cyclic loading paths, and the Fig. 14

demonstrated their spectrum.

The result indicated that the charge pulse was affected

by the loading path, as shown in Fig. 13. Under grade

loading, it first emerged at the strengthening phase at

approximately 60% strength. Subsequently, a high ampli-

tude signal was generated at each stress drop. By com-

parison, under cyclic loading, the first pulse emerged at the

strengthening phase at approximately 51% strength, it

worth notice that there was a high amplitude pulse at each

point of loading turn to unloading, high amplitude signals

are generated after loading in the strengthening phase, and

the signal continuity is evidently stronger than the grading

load. In Fig. 14, it demonstrated the signal feature point

waveform and spectrum, where the main frequency dis-

tribution primarily focuses on 1–100 Hz, and the amplitude

of the main frequency band under grade loading was

comparatively higher than that under cyclic loading.

This result demonstrated that the loading path affected

the mechanical properties of coal, further, it affected the

features of charge time–frequency domain signal distribu-

tion and amplitude during the failure process. Based on the

aforementioned point of view, in case of coal under cyclic

loading, energy was released and the cracks propagation

was accelerated, promoting further damage, therefor, the

damage of former was comparatively higher than that

under grade loading, particularly, the cracks inside of coal

were abundant compared with the coal under the action of

grade loading. The movement of fractures was more severe

and produced further charges during the failure process of
Fig. 13 The charge time-domain signal during coal under different

loading path. a Grade loading and b Cyclic loading

Fig. 14 The charge spectrum during coal under different loading

path. a Grade loading. b Cyclic loading
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coal, as a result, the amplitude and continuity of the charge

signal produced by the coal under cyclic loading were

evidently stronger than those under the grade loading.

Simultaneously, the frequency domain analysis demon-

strates that the amplitude of the main frequency band was

higher than that under cyclic load.

4 Conclusion

During the coal failure process, the loading path changed

the manner of energy accelerate–release, which was the

reason that with different mechanical responses of coal for

loading paths. Experimental and theoretical analysis results

shown that under cyclic loading, the energy released before

the peak promoted the development of cracks in coal,

hence, it was easier to attain peak stress and instability,

which the strain softening was evident at the post peak

stage. When under grade loading, relatively less energy

was released before the peak, and the development of

internal fracture was concentrated on strengthening and

peak value before and after, the brittleness characteristics

were evident. Macroscopically, the strength of coal under

cyclic loading is evidently lower than that under grade

loading, and the integrity after destruction was relatively

poor. The parameters of stress correction factor a and

failure stress–strain ratio b are proposed to describe the

effect of the loading path on the failure mode of coal.

Experiment results indicated that the charge signal

measure up to the stress and damage during coal defor-

mation and failure process, charge pulse appears concen-

trated in the strengthening and post-peak phases, a high

amplitude signal response was produced with the sudden

drop of stress. Frequency domain analysis by Fourier

transformation (FFT) to the charge waveform recorded for

the samples indicated that the charge pulse was a type of

low-frequency signal with primary frequency distribution

of 1 Hz–100 Hz, and the amplitude of the frequency

components reflected the stress and damage. Analysis of

electricity generation mechanism from the perspective of

tribology, it demonstrated that the charge was proportional

to the damage factor and the stress loading on the coal,

which produced by the shear slip between both sides of

crack face.

Based on the law of the charge generation for coal

failure, and the evolution of damage and stress of coal

under different loading paths. The damage of coal

increased on the pre-peak phase, which was under cyclic

loading, then the first high amplitude signal appears ahead

of time. The amplitude of the signal in the frequency

domain is significantly affected by the stress, which was

improved with stress increased, and this shown a better

verification of the charge friction slip mechanism.
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